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Quotes from Participants / Designers on the challenge itself:

“I love seeing everyone’s work & I hope to have the time to participate again".

“Joining the challenge has been amazing, I’ve gained confidence to design the sets and show
them too. I’m even designing faster than before, and my portfolio is growing, so I really want
to thank you, because if it wasn’t for the challenge, I would have never achieved this so fast”.

“These challenges mean the world to me, I have learnt so much including SketchUp and
Blender so fast, I am so grateful”.

“It permits me to improve and learn”

“This has been a great thing to follow over the lockdown. And had me dusting off the sketch
pad more than once. So many great designers showcased here with their amazing work.
Plenty new names to look out for”.

“It’s very important to me to have the opportunity to show my designs and meet new
people”.

“It was an impressive and a very interesting project. I learned a lot and I improved my way to
think, imagine and build the scenographies. I have become faster and I think better, more
interesting and realistic. And, of course, it was a very fun project. I expected the end of the
week for a new challenge, and some of them were difficult and I had to go out of my comfort
zone especially for the musicals. For all of these things, thanks. I’m going to miss this
challenge”.

“Thank you so much for creating such a wonderful event during the pandemic”.

“These past two months joining Sketch the Set have been amazing. I really enjoyed it! And I
feel that I’m better and more confident designer than I was before the Challenge. Getting the
chance to show what I do and to express myself in such a loving and safe space like School of
Scenography has been wonderful and I’m thankful; for this opportunity”.



“It’s been such a nice experience to see all the beautiful designs every week during
lockdown”.

“With all the negativity during lockdown, School of Scenography brought optimism”.

Travel Information:

artFix is a 2 minute walk from Cutty Sark DLR, 5 minute walk to Greenwich Pier for the Uber
Boats / River Buses, 8 minute walk from Greenwich Train Station and there is a car park a 3
minute walk away located next to the Cutty Sark. Buses 129, 177, 180, 188, 199, 286 and the
386 stop nearby.

Director / Curator Summary:

School of Scenography (based in SE London). It is an online educational platform with 4496+
followers across all platforms, with the majority on Instagram. It was formed just over two
years ago to bridge the gap of bringing those exploring Set and Costume Design as a creative
career but since has attracted those with full professional experience as well and even those
who specialises in other creative industries. It is an online space to build and share
knowledge, design concepts and empower new and would-be Designers to prosper towards
their entrepreneurial journey. 

Since the first UK lockdown, a design challenge was set week-by-week for Set and Costume
Designers around the world to continue their creativity during lockdown. The weekly
lockdown challenge began on Tuesday 30th March 2020 and has continued to this date and
will continue until live theatre in the UK returns.

Over the course of the UK’s three lockdowns, the challenges were:

Lockdown 1 – Sketch the Set;

Lockdown 2 – Sketch the Costume;

and Lockdown 3 – Sketch the Production.

Over the course of the year 184 set and costume designs were created for productions (in
weekly order): Romeo & Juliet, Waiting for Godot, Raisin in the Sun, 4:48 Psychosis, My
Beautiful Laundrette, Madame Butterfly, A Streetcar Named Desire, The Crucible, the
Academy Awards (Oscars), Follies, Top Dog / Underdog, The Magic Flute, RENT, Five Guys
Named Moe, Algeria (Cirque du Soleil), Tokyo Fashion Week, Beyond Bollywood, An
Inspector Calls, Concert Design, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern are Dead, Chicago, a production
of their choice, My Fair Lady, Swan Lake, The Importance of Being Earnest, The Nutcracker,
Cabaret, Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, Into the Woods, A Christmas Carol, Twelfth Night, An
Octoroon, Turandot, Aida, The Cherry Orchard, La Traviata, Little Shop of Horrors, Hedder
Gabler, Mojada: A Medea in Los Angeles, Moulin Rouge, The King & I, The Phantom of the
Opera, Hairspray, A Doll’s House, Akhnaten, Fences, Don Quixote, Sunset Boulevard,
Woyzeck and West Side Story.

The Sketch Challenges has helped individuals around the world:

● build on their portfolios
● stay creative during lockdown
● helped continued to experiment with ideas throughout lockdown
● created networks within the industry



● build confidence
● it provided exposure
● and has been a source of bringing fresh current set and costume design ideas to our

social media feeds.

There have been designs created but not submitted and it has been lovely to know that the
Challenges has made those accountable to produce a design concept within a limited time
span of less than one week.

This exhibition pays homage to the participants who took part and brought new designs to
our theatre / live events industry that continues to grieve even post-global lockdown. These
participants have brought hope, positivity and creativity at a time where times have been
difficult.

Requests: If you are interested to have Sketch the Production exhibited in your space, please contact
School of Scenography to arrange a discussion. It is possible to create a larger or smaller
exhibit from the seventy-five designs that have been submitted.

Each Participant / Designer has written a description to accompany their design. And should
you wish to contact a particular participant about their design, please contact Dana at
info@schoolofscenography.com

Dedication: The Sketch the Production Exhibition is dedicated to all the Designers who participated and
shared their creative insights with the scenographic online. You have brought hope into
everyone’s lives during a time of global crisis and it is an honour to have met you through
this challenging time. This exhibition is for you.

Founder: Dana Pinto

Founder of School of Scenography (Based in SE
London)

Managing Editor UK for The Scenographer
International Magazine

Board of Directors (Vice Treasurer) for Second Wave
Performing Arts London awarded the Queen’s Award
2021

Committee Member of The Society of British Theatre
Designers

Freelance Set & Costume Designer

Email:             info@schoolofscenography.com
Website:          www.schoolofscenography.com
Instagram:       @schoolofscenography
Facebook:       /schoolofscenography
Twitter:           @SchScenography
Clubhouse: @scenography
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Meet the Designers

Davide Tonolli
Costume Designer
Based in Verona, Italy

Costume design of The Sugar Plum Fairy from ‘The Nutcracker’

The character that I chose to develop from ‘The Nutcracker’ was the
Sugar Plum Fairy and the Snow Fairy from the snowflakes' waltz. In the
first act of the story, while Clara is sleeping, the Christmas tree of her
house grows up and all the characters come to life in that moment. All
these characters belong to Clara’s dream and they raise the magic
world where all the story takes place. I chose to interpret these
characters as they could be Clara's Christmas tree decorations,
including the Nutcracker. I imagined as if every single decoration of the
tree is made by Clara’s parents with some reused materials as candy
papers, party favours' fabrics, ribbons, buttons, matchsticks and safety
pins. A magic world only made of plastic, painted wood and paper. The
Sugar Plum Fairy costume is composed by the classical dancer’s body
and tutu, which are completed by some materials that I wanted to use
as an imitation of the candy papers and  party favours’ fabrics.

IG: @edivad_illonot

Vivienne Liu
Set & Costume Designer
Based in New York, US

Costume design of Odette from the ‘Swan Lake’ Ballet

This costume of Odette was specifically designed for Misty Copeland, the
first African American Ballerina dancing this role on stage. This is a
modern version of ‘Swan Lake’, where Misty dresses in a simple chiffon
dress that matches her natural and gorgeous skin tone. The beauty and
innocence of Odette are shown through this undecorated dress, while
traces of the inescapable curse are still visible. Feathers of swan grow on
top of the dress, tearing the fragile fabric and forming scary structures
that remind us of her tragic fate and her desperate desire to break the
spell with her loved one. 

IG: @vivienneliudesign
Web: www.vivienneliudesign.com



Carys Wise
Costume Designer
Based in Buckinghamshire, England

Costume design for the Rat King, Fairy and Clara in ‘The Nutcracker’

Growing up watching ‘The Nutcracker’ can leave you with some
quite rigid ideas of what the characters look like. With that in mind,
the theme I have applied to my interpretation is that of early Norse
people and their mythologies. The Rat King is now a warrior, while
Young Clara’s attire takes aspects of the dress of Norwegian women
circa 900 - 1000AD and combines those details with that of a tutu; and
the Spirit Fairy is depicted with animal features mixed with some of
the features you would expect from ballet attire.

IG: @caryswisecreations
Web: www.carywise.co.uk 

Christian Fleming
Set & Costume Designer
Based in Wisconsin, US

Set design for ‘Into the Woods’

‘Into the Woods’ forces us to question our assumptions
and take a reflective eye toward our behaviour and the
potential ramifications of our choices. This design might
first appear as a typical fairy-tale setting, but like the
characters as they enter the woods and their stories
irrevocably intertwine, we too are confronted with the
overwhelming complexity of life and how our reality
isn’t fiction. In the woods, the clear rights and wrongs
we were taught as children through stories blur into a
complex ambiguity forces us to grow and embrace new challenges to gain new perspectives. Importantly,
we need to heed Sondheim’s plea “you can’t just act, you have to listen, you can’t just act, you have to
think” and be adroit about paths we take, wishes we make, and ultimately cherish what we discover along
the way.

IG: @christianflemingdesign
Web: www.christianfleming.design



Nadine Powell
Costume Designer
Based in Worcester, England

Costume design for Ma Rainey in ‘Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom’

For my interpretation towards ‘Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom’ I have created a costume design that work
cohesively together using the same colour pallet representative of the 1920’s era. For Ma Rainey, I wanted
to pay homage to the time stamp of the original using a traditional 1920’s silhouette. I have used an
emerald green to give an appearance of royalty and grandeur that Ma has within the blues scene but also
added gold embellishments to further enhance this factor. Ma doesn’t always get the respect she deserves
in her everyday life so I believed it was important to show wealth in other ways with the use of gold within
the clothing alongside her talent. I wanted the costume to be respectful and reflective of the character.

IG: @n.adin.3designs

Sasha Babenco
Set & Costume Designer
Based in Copenhagen, Denmark

Costume design for Odile in ‘Swan Lake’

I have always been fascinated by this evil duo. Black is a must for Odile but
for both their costumes I also added some silver & dark purple details in the
form of my favourite flower, the water lily.

IG: @smilingsas

Jack Sheehan
Set & Costume Designer
Based in London, England

Costume design for ‘Cabaret’

My take on ‘Cabaret’ leans into the darker edge of the musical, drawing
inspiration from German Expressionism to create the idea of faded glamour.
The costume also draws from classic vaudeville and cabaret images of
1930’s Berlin. The stage make-up is ghostly white powdered faces with
extreme black eyes and darkened circles, to add a heightened theatricality,
yet still retain a sad and vulnerable feel.  

IG: @jacks1507
Web: www.jacksheehanhp.wixsite.com/jacksheehandesign

Adriana Medve
Photographer & Visual Artist
Based in Leinfelden - Echterdingen, Germany

Photocomposition visual response for ‘The King & I’

IG: @creative_photo_design



Daniel Ly
Set & Costume Designer
Based in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Costume design for Eliza Doolittle in ‘My Fair Lady’

‘My Fair Lady’ is a world-famous musical, it has been staged in many
countries. The character of Eliza Doolittle is, in some way, a
realistic version of Cinderella. Shown here is a costume sketch for when
we first meet her on the stage, as a Cockney Flower Seller, before her
"transformation", at the Embassy Ball where we see that she is no
longer the flower selling girl anymore, she is now a  lady of leisure,
with hope, to have a happy life. 

IG: @dan_with_a_g

Alice Mc Nicholas
Costume Designer
Based in London, England

Costume design for Eliza Doolittle from ‘My Fair Lady’

I have chosen to design the costume for the iconic final scene of ‘My
Fair Lady’, which can be interpreted in differently depending on
context. I have chosen to believe that Eliza has found the courage to
leave, so have dressed her in a confident orange colour, that I think
represents her desire to see change (both in her own life & in society)
with sections of light blue fabric which are to represent the calmness
with which she seems to make her choice. Her character development
has lead up to this moment for her, & I have tried to capture a quiet
moment of confidence as she leaves to start a life on her terms. 

IG: @alicemdesigner 
Twitter: @alicemdesigner 
Web: www.alicemcnicholas.com

Alice Manente
Costume Designer
Based in Milan, Italy

Costume design for Eliza Doolittle in ‘My Fair Lady’



Inspired by the performances of the Italian actress Sophia Loren, my Eliza Doolittle is not a “flower”, sweet
woman only. She is a magnetic & strong character, a sensual & interesting woman coming from the slum.

The costumes I’ve projected are set in the 50’s, calling back the great Cinema of the post-war period, still
living in European & American culture, made of amazing divas & great production designs. They are not
only movies, they’re dreams.

This costume transforms Eliza from the Flower Seller into a refined, sensual & lovely lady during the Royal
Ascot Horse Race.

IG: @alicemanente

Carlos Brayda
Watercolour, Digital Illustrator & Scenographer
Based in Madrid, Spain

Costume design for ‘Swan Lake’

In this design I want to give a happy and summer vision of ‘Swan Lake’. I
have versioned the story and have situated the story in a beach in the
50's. I use intense colours and different kind of clothes and textures,
playing with transparencies and I dressed the dancers (at least some of
them) with floats.

IG: @carlosbrayda
Web: www.carlosbrayda.com

Raphaella Philcox
Set & Costume Designer
Based in London, England

Costume designs for ‘Into the Woods’

A design idea bringing Little Red Riding Hood's costume
into the modern era. 

IG: @raphaellaphilcoxdesign and @regencypost

Joe Johnson
Scenic Designer
Based in Evanston, Illinois US

Set design rendering for ‘Into the Woods’

‘Into the Woods’ offers a fascinating conglomeration of
characters and stories that intertwine and effect one
another as they traverse the woods in order to learn and
grow beyond what these characters deem themselves to



be. The woods effects them in ways they don’t expect. Thickets of brush and vines wrap around old books
that form the woods, where when left untouched the characters forget that they can be more than what
they are but also what happens when we don’t learn from sharing stories and reading our histories. They
must uncover through the thicket of book stacks that form the woods to rediscover who they are and retell
their stories, in hopes to make life better for their children and most importantly, to not repeat history. 

IG: @joethomasjohnson
Web: www.joethomasjohnson.com

Ines Garcia Castejon
Architect
Based in Guatemala

Set design for ‘La Traviata’

For the set of ‘La Traviata’ I was inspired by the
shape of a camellia. That’s why the main element is
centred and is round like the centre of the flower, it
is supported by two curved stairs that follow the
shape of the petals. The whole set was made for the spectator not to know if it is indoors or outdoors
because of the way I conceived the script, sometimes as a patio with a balcony and sometimes as a
ballroom. Making it versatile with a change of lighting. The colour red was used as symbol of the passion
and blood that characterizes Violetta and Alfredo.

IG: @ines.gcas and @castelionproductions

Nicola Aniello
Costume Designer
Based in Milan, Italy

Costume design for ‘Turandot’

This interpretation of ‘Turandot’ is inspired by the classic tailoring of the
Chinese tradition with a more contemporary twist in the choice of fabrics and
textures. The colours have a strong symbolic meaning and emphasize two
important aspect of the princess, that is, her being trapped in a golden cage
and being in constant fight with her tormented soul.

IG: @aniellonicola.costumedesign

Maria Panagiotopoulou
Costume Designer
Based in Greece

Costume design for Lyubov in ‘The Cherry Orchard’

Reading ‘The Cherry Orchard’ by Anton Chekhov, I attempted to distinguish
the references which are provided through the costumes of the characters in
the play. The result of this was the starting point for my rigorous research,
relating to my costume proposal. ‘The Cherry Orchard’ possibly takes place in



the countryside of Moscow in the after Victorian era in 1890-1900. The costumes in that time period had
elements of grief therefore the black colour was dominant in clothing. This mannerism obliged in the
improvement of costume design options by using optimal quality fabrics. Purple, emerald green and grey
dominated in many combinations against dreary black and the use of silk was established, prevailing in
fabric quality. My costume proposal for some of the characters in the play is the following: Lyubov’s attires
are the latest modern version of Paris fashion which is stated in the text of the play. In regard to the designs
concerning these two women I was inspired by Jeanne Paquin who designed haute couture dresses.

IG: @moira_vulpis

Alexandra-Anta Bimpiri
Costume Designer
Based in Kozani, Greece

Costume design for Lyubov in ‘The Cherry Orchard’

The insightful writer Anton Chekhov at the dawn of the 20th century creates a
unique, timeless and prophetic work and foreshadows the enormous changes
that will follow in people’s lives from now on with strong events, world wars,
industrial revolution, redistribution of wealth, land and restructuring of social
strata. Anton Chekhov’s play ‘The Cherry Orchard’ is characterized by
timelessness and adaptability in every era and every place. Symbolizing the
vanity but also the world of the aristocracy that is retreating, being set aside,
getting lost and giving way to the new bourgeoisie which is looking for meaning
in its newly arrived materialism. At the same time, through his heroes, (no matter how tragic and comical
they may be), he shows us how to accept and how to move to a new order of things, resulting from the
shocking changes that social, economic and political events bring to our lives. I felt it unnecessary to try to
adapt it to another era because as I mentioned above this is happening on its own, when I followed the
trends prevailing at the beginning of the 20th century in Russia, certainly with influences from Western
Europe. In the designs of the costumes I use dry pastel colours with a palette inspired by the one of Van
Gogh and in some of them mixed technique with assemblage.

IG: @anta_bb

Lea Kavvadia
Painter
Based in Greece

Set design for ‘The Cherry Orchard’

In Anton Chekhov's play ‘The Cherry Orchard’, the author
signifies an "end of an era" in the pre-revolutionary Russia,
revealing the weakness of the individuals and their refusal
to perceive the changes arising at social and personal
levels. The plot highlights transitions and the fluidity of
societies. It is a social as well as psychological play since it reveals the dead ends and shortcomings of
existence with tragicomic elements alternating in the dialogues and the characters’ kinesiology. Memories
are present and often personified. The central axis of the play is the cherry garden as a symbol of grandness



and a reference point for each of the heroes. This constitutes a focal, emphatic point in my scenographic
idea, thereby aiming to integrate "the inner" into "the outer" as a space and as a concept, to highlight
deception and adherence to "past greatness". It retains the aesthetics of the period in which the play is set
in the basic characteristics of the costumes and the space. The scenographic idea is based on the
unification of "the inner space" and "the outer space", deriving from research on residences in
pre-revolutionary Russia, where the author Maria - Antigone Davos (2016-2017, "Residence in
pre-revolutionary Russia through literature") refers to ‘The Cherry Orchard’: "The boundaries of nature and
the house blur. It is as if the orchard has expanded into the house or as if the house has no walls, is open on
all sides. Nature, as represented by the orchard, bears major significance in ‘The Cherry Orchard’, both as
something inherently beautiful but also as a connection to the past". It also converses with Matisse's works
of that period, the main feature of which is the single space in the composition, as in the works "Harmony
in Red" 1908 and "L' atelier Rouge" 1911, dominated by spatial discontinuities and the abolition of natural
laws. This idea also makes a reference to the performance of ‘The Cherry Orchard’ directed by Stanislavsky
at the Moscow Theatre in 1904, where the trees were also depicted on stage.

IG: @lea_kavvadia
Web: www.leak87.wix.com/lea-kavvadia

Douka Georgia-Giouli
Costume Designer
Based in Wes Macedonia Region, Greece

Costume designs for guests at Flora’s party in ‘La Traviata’

‘La Dame aux Camélias’ is a novel by Alexandre Dumas fils first
published in 1848. The heroine of the Alexandre Dumas is
heart-breaking, even though her past was sinful. She is willing to
sacrifice everything for her love with Armando. Armando and
Margaritas love case inspired Giuseppe Verdi, to create the work for
opera ‘La Traviata’. I have inspired the suit of from interwar period,
that is 1930. I chose the specific season because it is characterized by significant changes. The stereotypes
had changed, the woman had become independent and wanted to follow fashion and to show off her
femininity. My scenographic proposal is in the same context as the costumes. The uphills in Art Deco are
evident, sow gold and black are the dominating colours.

IG: @scenography.costume.uowm

Anastasios Mekeridis
Artist
Based in Florina, Greece

Costume design for ‘La Traviata’

The act will take place on the city hall which is built in 1905 and
kept its form from 1917 until today. The city hall with
its garden called to reincarnate the world of 'La Traviata' in
1917-18 . The term of Demi-Monde vanished  with their half world
in the early 20th century (La Belle Epoque 1871-1914) with the
rise of modern woman. One of the most
well-known Demi-Monde it is 'La Traviata' of Giuseppe Verdi and
in the final act the world of Demi-Monde dies with Violetta
Valery as one of the last Demi-Monde.



IG: @anastasis_ans

Edoardo Lelli
Performance Designer & Architectural Assistant
Based in London, UK

Costume design for ‘La Traviata’

ACT I - The dress I imagined intends to enhance vitality, spring of
beauty and sensual grace. It is a pail lilac silk taffeta dress, layered
with pearl-coloured organza veils. It is decorated with cascades of
organza roses and single petals.

IG: @lelli_design_london
Web: www.edoardolelli.com

Jida Akil
Set & Costume Designer
Based in London, UK

Costume design for Lyuba in ‘The Cherry Orchard’

For this costume design, I show both Lyuba
Ranevsky's connection and disconnection from the cherry
orchard. I have imagined this through the colour scheme being
strongly pulled from cherry reds, while the fashion references
1890s European styles to nod to her time away from the
orchard. I envision that Lyuba Ranevsky appears bold yet slightly
out of place in her surroundings. 

IG: @jidaadesign
Web: www.jidaakildesign.weebly.com

Dimitra Katsigianni
Artist
Based in Greece

Costume design for Violette in ‘La Traviata’

My ‘La Traviata’ combines the plot of the opera with a very important building
from 1930s in the city of my studies, Florina. The former agricultural and
housework school of Florina Agia Olga was in the past an opportunity for
young girls of the province to get certification in basic housekeeping skills and
most importantly sewing. With the knowledge of the relation of the character
Marguerite Gautier (the main character of the novel La dame aux camellias of
A. Dumas fils) and Marie Duplessis with Violetta, I present her coming from
province to Paris in the first half of 19th century, initially working as a seamstress and then successfully
becoming one famous star of the so called demi monde. All that magically transfers us to the luxury of the
demi monde lifestyle of 1880s. This costume for Violetta in second Act second Scene is a bold symbol of the



character sense of style and her leading place in the world of demi monde. The red colour duchess satin
shows that Violetta supports her choice of leaving Alfredo but also tries to hide her sadness in luxury. The
building itself also has the role of La Traviata’s interiors and we are all invited.

IG: @dkatsigianni
Web: www.dgkatsigianni.wixsite.com/portfolio

Ethan Cheek
Performance Designer
Based in London, UK

Character design for Audrey II in ‘Little Shop of Horrors’

My response to this week's challenge is an exploration of one of my
all-time favourite characters Audrey II. I wished to explore Audrey II as an
alien who gets wrongly mistaken as a plant, similar to the otherworldly,
camouflage insects, found in tropical terrains. I imagine Audrey II to be in
contrast to the space, being futuristic, made of plastics, technology and
light. This will lead to Audrey II both dominating the space, but also
bringing a bright, new life to the plant shop at the start of the show. As the
performance goes on I see Audrey II twisting and growing in any way they
wish, breaking through walls and wrapping around the audience in a snake
like fashion, finishing the show with a tangled immersive mess of alien plant. 

IG: @cheekedesign and @e.cheek

Alberto Reynaa
Set Designer
Based in Mexico City, Mexico

Set design for ‘The Phantom of the Opera’

An old theatre serves as the based for the design, this kinetic
device evolves over the play, from the vestiges of a building
to a sumptuous playhouse. I seem important to create an
atmosphere where the public could see the device as the
Phantom´s lair, so it have secret doors, stairs and traps that can transform depending on the scene. The
stage is taken way off the proscenium of the theatre, in a way of breaking the four wall and creating a more
immersive experience for the audience. I see the device as an another character on the play, that changes,
evolves and generates universes.

IG: albertooreynaa
YouTube: Albertoo Reynaa 

Challum Brown
Set & Costume Designer
Based in Glasgow, Scotland



Costume designs for Seymour, Audrey and Audrey II in ‘Little Shop of Horrors’

For ‘Little Shop of Horrors’, I went for a more modern take on the show, and chose to move to settings to
New Orleans. Seymour is a nerd from the slums so his costume is plain and simple to reflect this. Audrey
was once quite wealthy but has suffered great loss, so her outfit is simple but keeps her vibrant patterns.
Finally, the killer plant, Audrey II. I chose to take the path where the actor is seen onstage to play the role.
She is seen wearing a plant like two piece green gown, accentuated with red and purple vines and
accessories. Her beads and head wrap are also typical to the style of New Orleans. 

Facebook: CBrown Set and Costume Design
IG: @cbrown_art

Marina Kryazheva
Graphic Designer
Based in Minsk, Belarus

Set design for ’A Christmas Carol’

The concept of the set design (at the beginning) is the
chains of greed and loneliness that served as a Christmas
decoration in a dark empty house. Like a heart locked in
many locks and covered with a web of dark memories.

IG: @mezzosforzando

Rebecca Savoldi
Costume Designer
Based in Venice, Italy

Costume design for Satine in ‘Moulin Rouge’

For ‘Moulin Rouge’, I designed costumes for Satine, the female lead,
for the entrance. The musical is only supposed to be hinting at the
turn of the century time period, so I took the liberty of drawing
inspiration from different decades and references, mainly falling back
on 70s glam and Bob Mackie's designs. I used colour to reflect
Satine's feelings and situation in every scene, starting with white and
getting progressively darker until the finale, where she dies in
Christian's arms in a black gown.

IG: @federns

Victoria Nicolette Gist
Costume Designer
Based in New York Metropolitan Area, US

Costume designs for the Swan Princess, Odette and Odile in
‘Swan Lake’



For my interpretation of ‘Swan Lake’, I wanted to not only explore the duality of Odette and Odile, but also
explore Odette’s transformation between her swan and maiden forms.  For Odette's swan look, I wanted to
take a silhouette I’ve often seen and strip it down, accentuating the line of the dancer’s body even further
by creating a shortened, asymmetrical tutu; the swan form also includes a fantastical headpiece of feathers,
similar to those which may be worn by her companions, but grander in nature.  In contrast, for Odette's
maiden look I was drawn to a simplified, romanticized silhouette, with only a minimal allusion to her swan
curse through her feathered tiara; the romantic tutu would provide the transformation, nestling over the
feathered tutu of her swan form.  Finally, Odile’s look is a mirror image of Odette’s maiden form, at least by
design lines; however, where Odette’s visage is simple and pure, Odile’s is more sensualized and dangerous,
from her black transparent bodice to her metallic tiara.

IG: @victoria.nicolette.design
Web: www.victorianicolette.com

George Buxton
Set Designer
Based in London, UK

Set design for ’A Christmas Carol’

The actors are teenagers. For instance, Jacob Marely’s
voice would be heard from a cellphone. Scrooge
would be played by an adult. It’s almost like he’s
being haunted by his former years. Imagine that you
have edited a photograph – that is how the backdrop
works. Ultimately, one of the windows turns into a
graveyard stone. Mainly, my ideas are inspired by
loneliness. The snow is ‘the old truth’. The chandelier
would slowly break during the production, shards
hitting the floor. On the other hand, this hotel room
design could be his ‘comfort zone’. This modernised
Scrooged is trying to cope, creating these ghosts. The production to those who have to work away from
home on Christmas.

IG: @georgemjbuxton_

Ella Barraclough
Set & Costume Designer for Performance
Based in Nottingham, UK

Costume design for Zoe in ‘An Octoroon’

The costume silhouette aims to trigger the recognizable
melodramatic representation of the character using richness in



the colour scheme that compliments the characters skin tones to draw out sympathy’s for Zoe. Fabrics
should feel they have heavy weight to them, just as the weight of the play’s context is.

IG: @ellakdesign

Stu-Art James

Set & Costume Designer for Performance
Based in UK

Set design for Philip Glass’ ‘Akhnaten’
 
Stu-art studied Theatre Craft in South
Africa. For this design, I decided to break
all sorts of theatre ‘norms’. For starters
when the audience enter the auditorium
there will be no stage curtains and from
their first glance it will just look like an
empty stage. As the opera starts, the stage hydraulic lifts rise up revealing the set, bit by bit. This opera is
sung through verses. I really like the idea that after each verse, the lifts return to the empty stage ready for
the next verse or scene, as if everything is returning to the underworld or Land (Book) of the Dead. Taking
the lack of theatre ‘norms’ further, there are no wings and borders, the entire stage is open. There is also
no fancy lighting changes, except for the Window Scene. Instead, the lighting subtly grows darker
throughout. It should be so subtle that the audience do not even notice that it has been dimming. A gold
disk, representing the sun disk / Ra  also subtly moves from just behind the proscenium arch to the rear of
the stage by the end of the opera. Although there is many different versions of the lifts rising and lowering
to different heights, as the opera progresses, the lift configurations get more and more complicated. And
there is always more surprises, including lifts rising and revealing the underworld, and then it surprisingly
rotates right through the proscenium arch, over the orchestra pit and into the audience breaking that idea
of conformity. 

IG: @stu.art.james.designs
Web: www.stu-art-james-designs.com


